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Abstract

We consider the problem of matching scarce medical staff (e.g. doctors and nurses)

and equipment (e.g. ventilators) to hospitals. In addition to accommodating both

sides’ preferences, a stock of ventilators are to be rationed—generalizing the classic

two-sided matching problem. For each patient, a minimal combination of medical staff

and ventilators are required; these combinations present complementarities in hospital

preferences that violate the substitutes condition, a central property guaranteeing

stability. Nevertheless, we show that a stable assignment exists under certain conditions

regarding the number of nurses and doctors. To do this, we introduce the concept of

partitionable profiles of choice functions. The property has natural interpretation in

many applications and is weaker than substitutes, yet still guarantees the existence

of a stable assignment. We show that the domain of partitionable choice functions is

maximal regarding this guarantee. We also consider maximizing the number of patients

treated. Unfortunately, this and stability are incompatible. Prioritizing maximum

patient treatment, we show that there exists a within-group stable (where no group

of one type can block) mechanism that achieves it and is non-manipulable by medical

staff.
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1 Introduction

The shortage of ventilators during the Covid-19 crisis has received a great deal of attention

in the media as well as the medical community (Truog et al., 2020). The question of how

many fewer ventilators do we have than do we need is more complicated, though, than

simply counting ventilators and patients. Both putting and maintaining a patient on a

ventilator involve the coordination of a variety of doctors and nurses: an anesthesiologist

or an emergency room doctor to intubate the patient, a respiratory therapist to set up and

monitor the ventilator, critical care nurses to monitor for the patient on the ventilator, etc.1

As such, practitioners have stated that it is actually the shortage of medical staff that is

more likely than that of ventilators.2 To counter this, hospitals acquired new temporary

staff including travelling nurses, locum tenens, medical students, military doctors, or retired

medical staff.3,4

Due to lack of coordination between individual hospitals, an optimal combination of doctors,

nurses, and ventilators may not be met as the new staff enter. One hospital may find

themselves with a surplus of doctors but a shortage of nurses, while another hospital has the

opposite.5 Alleviating this uneven distribution increases the ability of the hospital system

to deal with the crisis.

In this paper, we model the treatment problem of matching medical staff and resources

1Weintraub, K. “Not Just Ventilators: Staff Trained to Run Them Are in Short Supply.” Scientific
American (April 8, 2020).

2“However, in the Covid-19 pandemic, the limiting factor for ventilator use will most likely not be
ventilators but healthy respiratory therapists and trained critical care staff to operate them safely over
three shifts every day. In 2018, community hospitals employed about 76,000 full-time respiratory therapists,
and there are about 512,000 critical care nurses—of which ICU nurses are a subset. California law requires
one respiratory therapist for every four ventilated patients; thus, this number of respiratory therapists could
care for a maximum of 100,000 patients daily (25,000 respiratory therapists per shift).” (Emanuel et al.,
2020).

3Despite increased wages, the hiring of travelling nurses increased significantly each year since 2019.
Bernstein, L. “As Covid Persists, Nurses Are Leaving Staff Jobs—and Tripling Their Salaries as Travelers.”
Washington Post (December 6, 2021).

4The US federal government contributed 2,000 ventilators, and 1,100 medical staff to New York City
early in the pandemic. “Esper Says Pentagon Has Deployed ‘Many’ Ventilators From Defense Stocks.” CNN
(April 5, 2020).

5Medical staff already working in hospitals are also likely to get sick given their exposure to patients—
further exacerbating inefficiency among staff ratios.
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to hospitals. We consider a centralized approach for the hospital regional system to

allocate medical staff with the key purpose of preventing or addressing the aforementioned

imbalances. Our main contribution is to design stable and non-manipulable rules for the

problem. We also develop new concepts with novel implications in the classic two-sided

matching problem regarding maximal domains for stability. These theoretical contributions

can be used for applications (beyond the treatment problem) where agents are perfect

complements in particular proportions.6 Finally, we discuss the trade-offs between the

properties above and maximizing the number of patients treated, and identify satisfactory

mechanisms prioritizing the latter.

Our perspective is of a community in crisis. A regional hospital system has reached the point

where there are more patients than they can serve, so medical service is overdemanded.7

Hospitals wish to acquire medical staff, and have preferences over subsets. A set of doctors,

nurses, and ventilators are to be allocated to hospitals in a region. The preferences of

medical staff are to be respected as well; otherwise, subsets of hospitals (possibly from other

regions) and staff who are preferable to each other may propagate market disequilibrium and

unravelling through waves of renegotiation. In other words, non-stable allocations would also

exacerbate inefficiencies caused by staff shortage.

In the language of economics, the medical team, ventilator, and ICU bed are perfect

complements. The care of a patient requires every single one, and any shortage in the

team makes attaining additional medical staff or ventilators pointless. This necessitates

an integrated approach where both allocation of ventilators and assignment of doctors and

nurses are considered in the same (centralized assignment) process, whereas typically we

observe the two labor markets existing separately, e.g., the National Resident Matching

Program does not consider nurses or ventilators. When hospitals’ preferences exhibit

complementarities, stable assignments may not exist. In fact, it is known that the domain

6Markets where agents have distinct roles and are recruited in “teams” are common. In faculty hiring, a
department may wish to hire professors and graduate students with similar research programs. In sports, a
manager hires individuals for specific positions/roles.

7The number of eventually patients arriving may be random; however, due to the pandemic it is greater
than the number that can be treated by the current medical staff, ventilators, and hospital ICU capacity.
Thus, the number of patients arriving is not a binding constraint in the analysis. In Subsection 4.1 we discuss
an extension incorporating patient preferences and dynamic arrival times.
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of substitutable choice functions for hospitals is a maximal one—if there is even one hospital

with a non-substitutable choice function, then stable assignments may not exist for some

problems (Hatfield and Kojima, 2008).8

We will show to what extent it is possible to accommodate complementarities, stable

assignments, and maximum patient treatment. As new stocks of medical staff are added

to the hospital system, our mechanism can be rerun to determine a new assignment.

Setting aside ventilators and the objective of maximum patient treatment during the

pandemic for a moment, consider the following illustrative example in the classic two-

sided matching problem involving just the medical staff.9 We will use it to give intuition

for partitionable choice functions—our proposed concept, and a crucial ingredient in our

mechanisms. There is a set of hospitals and a set of doctors and nurses. Hospitals’

preferences over applicants are determined as follows: For each set of applicants, they choose

their favorite set of doctors first, then choose nurses based on the specialty of the chosen

doctors and the aim of just enough nurses to support the doctors.10,11 Note that the two

are complements (a particular nurse is chosen only if a particular doctor is chosen), and so

hospitals’ choice functions violate the substitutes condition. Each doctor and each nurse has

arbitrary ranking over hospitals.

For this problem, a stable assignment always exists. If we ignore the nurses, then there is a

stable assignment of doctors to hospitals. Simply run the Deferred Acceptance mechanism

(DA) with just these two groups. Fixing this assignment, update the hospitals rankings

over nurses to reflect possible changes based on doctors received and run DA again to

assign nurses. No doctor can be a part of a coalition that blocks this assignment, since

the assignment of doctors/hospitals is stable. Similarly, no doctor and nurse pair can block

8We define a substitutable choice function formally, but intuitively, it requires that if an agent is rejected
from a set X then that agent is also rejected from any superset of X.

9While we use the example of hospitals, doctors, and nurses, the intuition can easily be applied to
other applications where one side can be naturally partitioned into types e.g., academic departments hiring
professors and grad students.

10This example is reminiscent of (Danilov, 2003); however, in our environment, hospitals have preferences
over arbitrary subsets of all types of agents, whereas they consider matchings that are tuples consisting of
only one agent of every type.

11In order not to limit this observation to the treatment problem, for now, we only require one-sided
perfect complementarity.
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together, since no hospital wishes to select an alternative doctor. Finally, no nurse can block:

if they are in a different specialty than the chosen doctor, then the hospital is not interested,

and if they are in the same, then the hospital already has a preferred nurse.

With this scenario in mind, we introduce the concept of a partitionable choice function

embodying the above intuition for classic two-sided matching problems involving medical

staff and hospitals. If hospitals can collectively partition the medical staff into distinct groups

and choices are aligned in a particular manner, then we show that it is not necessary that

the staff are substitutes across these groups. Given an ordered partition of staff π, we define

a choice function to be π-partitionable if (i) staff are substitutes within a group, and (ii)

the choice of staff in one group does not depend on the staff available in a later/downstream

group. A profile of choice functions is partitionable if there exists an ordered partition π such

that each choice function is π-partitionable.12 Note that any substitutable choice function

can be partitioned by the trivial one consisting of all agents in one group.

We prove that there always exists a stable assignment in the classic many-to-one matching

problem when choice functions are partitionable (Theorem 1). Although doctor and nurse

“types” are given exogenously, the statement holds for arbitrary profiles of choice functions

where agents can be partitioned into such types.13 We define the Sequential Deferred

Acceptance (SDA) mechanism with respect to an order on agent types, and show that it

results in a stable matching. Crucially, the order in which we run SDA aligns with that

of the ordered partition π “rationalizing” the profile of choice functions. We also show a

maximal domain result: If there is even one agent whose choice function is non-partitionable

(while the others’ are partitionable), then stable assignments are not guaranteed to exist

(Proposition 2).

Now return to the general treatment problem with both medical staff and ventilators. A

12Implicitly, we consider the hospitals’ choice functions collectively instead of individually, and our
theoretical exercise is to identify a property of a profile of choice functions that is sufficient to guarantee the
existence of a stable assignment. We may view the substitutes domain as a rectangular domain for profiles
of choice functions, and the partitionable domain, a non-rectangular (π must be consistent across agents)
superset of the substitutes domain.

13A similar exercise is performed with single-peaked preferences: Can the set of alternatives be ordered so
that each agent’s preference is single-peaked (with respect to this order)?
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direct application of partitionability is not possible because of perfect complementarities

between doctors and nurses. If a hospital is faced with a menu with doctors but no nurses

(or ventilators), then it cannot secure a sufficient combination to treat any patients and

thus chooses none of them. So the availability of nurses affects the selection of doctors,

and similarly in the other direction; thus, the downstream independence condition of

partitionability is violated for any order of the types. We identify a domain of treatment

problems where a modified version of the SDA mechanism selects a stable matching and is

non-manipulable (Theorem 2). The domain is such that for any selection of staff in the first

step of the SDA, there are sufficient staff and ventilators in the second step to support them.

The modification is as follows: In the first step of the SDA, as hospitals are choosing doctors,

they choose as if enough nurses are concurrently applying to it. Actual nurse selection is

then made in the second step.

Unfortunately, on the general domain, our main objective of maximum patient treatment

is incompatible with stability (Example 6). Prioritizing maximum patient treatment, we

weaken stability in the following manner: Stability precludes the existence of any arbitrary

coalition of hospital, medical staff, and idle ventilator that prefers each other rather than their

current match. We now place a restriction on the types of coalitions that may block—only

a hospital and medical staff of the same type can block. We refer to this as within-group

stability. Our main result is to show that there is a within-group stable and maximum

patient treatment mechanism that is non-manipulable by medical staff (Theorem 3). The

mechanism first uses the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism (defined in Appendix A) to

establish an assignment of ventilators to the hospitals, then the modified version of the SDA

to match medical staff to hospitals.

The policy maker thus has a tradeoff in their selection of mechanisms: If they wish to

maximize patient treatment, then they must give up some stability. Our results show though

that the cost is not too severe, and an attractive notion, namely within-group stability, is

still possible. Finally, we mention that our model has applicability beyond the current one,

e.g., any matching market wherein agents have strong complementarities.
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1.1 Related Literature

This paper considers a two-sided matching problem composed of agents with preferences (or

predetermined priorities) over the agents on the other side. Some examples of such problems

are college admission programs, labor markets, hospital-residency matching programs, and

student assignment systems (Gale and Shapley, 1962; Kelso and Crawford, 1982; Roth, 1982;

Roth and Sotomayor, 1992; Balinski and Sönmez, 1999; Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003).

For the survival and success of these matching markets, obtaining a stable matching as a

final outcome is identified as critical (Roth, 1984, 1991; Roth and Sotomayor, 1992).

Existence of a stable outcome can be guaranteed when the multi-unit demand sides’ choices

over the agents on the other side of the market satisfy certain conditions. If the choice

function of each agent on the multi-unit demand side satisfies the substitutes condition,14

then existence of stable matching is guaranteed in any problem (Kelso and Crawford,

1982; Roth and Sotomayor, 1992; Hatfield and Milgrom, 2005; Hatfield and Kojima, 2010).

Moreover, when only one contract can be signed between two agents, then the substitutes

condition can be considered a necessary condition (Hatfield and Kojima, 2008). The

substitutes domain is thus a maximal domain for stability.

In our analysis of the standard two-sided matching problem, we introduce a condition—

partitionability—that is weaker than substitutability, yet still guarantees the existence of

a stable matching. This result does not contradict Hatfield and Kojima (2008) as they

consider a related but different exercise. Hatfield and Kojima (2008) show that so long as

one hospital’s choice function violates substitutes, even if all other hospitals have capacity

for only one doctor, then a stable assignment need not exist.15,16,17 However, there is at

14Some variants of substitutability in the matching with contracts literature, such as bilateral
substitutability, are equivalent to substitutability when there is only a single contract available for each
potential match.

15Rostek and Yoder (2020) conduct a similar exercise but with complementary preferences. Their domain
and the substitutes domain are unrelated (have empty intersection), while our partitionability condition
includes the latter as a special case.

16Che et al. (2019) considers a large market matching model, and shows that approximately stable
matchings exist without the substitutes condition.

17In a recent paper, Hatfield et al. (2019) show that in the matching with contracts framework the
cumulative offer process is the unique strategy-proof and stable mechanism when three conditions on multi-
unit demand side choice function are satisfied—observable substitutes, observable size monotonicity, and
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least one reason why this result is not as general as it might first appear. Implicit in their

argument is the assumption of unrestricted domain. Specifically, for the result to hold the

“many” side of the market, hospitals, must be able to rank doctors in any possible order.

The literature has overlooked this condition since in many environments it is innocuous;

however, in others, such as choosing students from many grades, it may not be particularly

appropriate. If a school is choosing for one grade, it would only rank students of that grade;

it would never be the case that students of different grades would be interspersed among its

rankings. Similarly, unrestricted domain requires that it is possible that each hospital could

rank doctors in any order. This would mean the hospital could rank a doctor with specialty

A ahead of a doctor with specialty B ahead of a doctor with specialty A, regardless of what

these specialties are. However, there is a large number of specialties and hospitals only offer

a limited number of services. We doubt any individual hospital offers every conceivable

specialty, so it is unreasonable to assume that each hospital might have any conceivable

ordering of doctors.

We contrast our partitionability notion to the the model of supply chain networks in

Ostrovsky (2008). First, ours is a classic matching model while Ostrovsky (2008) is a

model of matching with contracts. In the matching with contracts model it is known

that substitutes is not a necessary condition for the existence of a stable assignment (as

pointed out by Hatfield and Kojima (2008)). Next, our concept of partitionability identifies

a common component in hospitals’ preferences, while in his paper agents have generally

different upstream/downstream trading partners. In our environment, the “many” side

of the market (hospitals) divides the “one” side (medical staff) into groups, and choices

over the staff depend on the structure of these groups. Importantly, these groups are

endogenous to the model and this group structure is the same across all of the hospitals.

In Ostrovsky (2008), there is an exogenous, directed, acyclic network representing a supply

chain, and based on this, each firm may agree to contracts among two different groups: firms

non-manipulability via contractual terms. Moreover, if the choice function of a firm does not satisfy any of
these three conditions, then there exist instances in which all other firms have unit demand choice functions
such that strategy-proof and stable mechanism fail to exist. In our setting, matching without contracts,
observable substitutes and observable size monotonicity corresponds to substitutes and size monotonicity.
Hence, our discussions on Hatfield and Kojima (2008) also hold here.
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downstream and/or firms upstream. He shows that if each firm’s choice function satisfies

certain substitutability and monotonicity properties, then a stable set of contracts exists.

These properties are requirements on each individual firm’s choice function and restrict how

choices can be made when there is a change in the set of available downstream and upstream

contracts.18 Notice that this division into two groups is generally different across firms—

firm j may be upstream from the perspective of firm i, but downstream in the eyes of firm

k—and a consequence of the non- “two-sided-ness” of the network. Thus, firms’ choices are

not subject to a common structure as in partitionability.

In terms of mechanisms, Correa et al. (2019) and Dur et al. (2022) also define sequential

variants of DA based on exogenously given grades in the school choice problem. The

parameter π associated with our SDA is instead endogenously determined by the profile

of choice functions (and there can be several). We derive general conditions on profiles of

choice functions in which stability is possible. In their environments, choice functions are

not primitives and they focus on particular multi-unit demand side “preferences” based on

priorities, sibling guarantees, etc.

Our paper is also related to those that study matching problems where both sides’ preferences

are no longer the only primitives of the model, and additional considerations arise from

real-world constraints. We mention only several here. Pathak et al. (2020) present a

theory of rationing with reservation amounts for different categories of the population;

they discuss their results in the context of vaccine allocation during the Covid-19 crisis.

Kamada and Kojima (2015, 2017) examine the case of distributional constraints, e.g., in the

Japan Residency Matching Program, each region may have a maximum number of doctors to

ensure that rural areas have enough. Delacrétaz et al. (2019) consider the problem of refugee

resettlement, where the standard model fails to recognize characteristics, such as family size,

family make-up, languages spoken, etc., important for various quota considerations. Combe

et al. (2018) propose a new centralized teacher assignment process in France, where the initial

18In the classical exchange economy with types of indivisible objects that may be substitutes or
complements, Sun and Yang (2006) consider similar (quasi-linear) preferences and show existence of
competitive equilibria. Recently, Baldwin and Klemperer (2019) introduce novel techniques producing
further general results regarding existence of competitive equilibria and unimodular demand types.
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assignment of teachers must be taken into account. In each scenario, known mechanisms like

the DA may fail to result in desirable outcomes, or other criteria aside from stability play

key roles.

Finally, the formal model that we study in this paper is more general than the standard

two-sided matching problem. Specifically, in addition to agents on two sides of the market,

there is a set of homogeneous objects (e.g. ventilators) that the multi-unit demand side also

consumes. If there is a shortage, then a central authority must ration them; a mechanism in

our environment thus incorporates the two-sided matching as well as elements of rationing.

In the rationing literature, agents have preferences/claims/demands and can each consume

some amount of the good; the question is the existence of satisfactory rules given desirable

properties (e.g. efficiency, envy-freeness, strategy-proofness) (Ehlers, 2002; O’Neill et al.,

1982; Moulin, 1999, 2000; Sprumont, 1991; Thomson, 1994a,b). In our environment, we

treat ventilators as a constraint on the total number of patients a hospital can treat, rather

than an object in their consumption space. The number of ventilators that each hospital

receives plays a critical role in the analysis: it determines a hospital’s preferences (why accept

extra doctors or nurses if there are no ventilators?), and in the aggregate determines how

many total patients can be treated. Thus, regarding assignment of ventilators, we emphasize

patient treatment as opposed to, say, fairness amongst the agents.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we formally define our model and the

treatment problem. In Section 3, we discuss partitionability and the SDA mechanism in the

context of the classic two-sided matching problem, and establish results that will be helpful

for the treatment problem. We then present our main results on the general domain of

problems. In Section 3.4, we consider maximum patient treatment as a key desiderata. As it

is incompatible with stability, we weaken the latter to within-group stability and provide a

mechanism satisfying it and maximum patient treatment. In Section 4, we discuss extensions

and further applications.
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2 Model

In this section, we present a model of a regional hospital matching system in which medical

staff and resources are matched to hospitals.19 There is a set of hospitals H. Each hospital

h has a limited (physical) capacity denoted by ch, i.e., hospital h has ch ∈ N ICU beds for

patients. Let c = (ch)h∈H be the capacity profile. There is a set of medical staff M which

is composed of nurses and doctors. Let N and D denote the set of nurses and doctors,

respectively, and M = N ∪ D. There is a finite set of identical ventilators denoted with

V .20

We denote the set of patients with I. A patient i cares only about getting treatment and

is indifferent for where or with whom they get treatment.21 For the treatment of a patient

i, a combination of medical staff and ventilators is needed.

To treat a patient, we need αV , αN , and αD ventilators, nurses, and doctors, respectively.

For example, if αN = 1
5
, then we may think of this as reflecting the fact that one patient

requires one fifth of a nurse’s available time and attention.22 Let α = (αV , αN , αD), and, for

simplicity, α−1
V , α−1

N , α−1
D ∈ N.

Each medical staff m ∈M is equipped with a strict preference relation Pm over hospitals H

and being unassigned, denoted by ∅. We assume that each medical staff m considers each

hospital h acceptable, or h Pm ∅. We denote the preference of nurse n and doctor d over

hospitals with Pn and Pd, respectively. Let P = (Pm)m∈M be the preference profile of medical

staff. Finally, each hospital h is equipped with a choice function Ch. Let Ch(M̄ ; |V̄ |) be the

set of chosen doctors and nurses from M̄ ⊆M when hospital h has the set of ventilators V̄ .

19A region can be, for example, a major metropolitan area or a state.
20Our model can be extended to the case in which ventilators are not identical as long as each ventilator

can be used to treat one patient at a time.
21We discuss an extension of our model where patients can have preferences over hospitals as well as

dynamic arrival times in Subsection 4.1.
22Other distinguishing characteristics across doctors or nurses such as quality can be reflected in hospitals’

choice functions. Otherwise, we assume that regardless of these other characteristics, medical staff of the
same type require the same amount of time to treat a patient. This reflects practice: In Addenbrooke’s
hospital in the UK, during the Covid-19 pandemic critical care doctor to patient ratios were set to 12:1
during the day (20:1 at night), and nurse to patient ratio set to 1:1. No distinction was made regarding
quality of each doctor or nurse (Melman et al., 2021).
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Although each doctor is similar in the sense that each can treat α−1
D patients, a hospital may

prefer one doctor over another for reasons like quality, whether or not the doctor is currently

associated with them, etc.23 Let C = (Ch)h∈H be the profile of choice functions for hospitals.

A treatment problem is a tuple (H,N,D, V, I, c, α, P, C). When it is clear from the

context, we also denote a treatment problem as (P,C).

A matching µ : N ∪D ∪ V ∪ I → H ∪ {∅} such that |{i ∈ I : µ(i) = h}| ≤ ch for all h ∈ H

and µ(a) = ∅ means a ∈ N ∪D∪V ∪I is unassigned.24 With slight abuse of notation, we use

µ(h) instead of µ−1(h). Let µA(h) = {a ∈ A : µ(a) = h} for all A ⊆ N ∪D ∪ V ∪ I. Notice

that, we do not have explicit restriction on the number of doctors and nurses assigned to

each hospital. In our solutions, the number of doctors and nurses assigned to each hospital

will be endogenously determined by the hospital’s choice function and the mechanism.

In the rest of the paper, we assume that αV = αN = 1 and |I| ≥
∑

h∈H ch. Our analysis is

robust to the removal of these restrictions. The first assumption is for simplicity as well as

the fact that a ventilator is usually designed for one patient. The latter is the assumption

that the regional hospital system is in crisis.

A mechanism recommends a matching for each possible treatment problem. In Section 3,

we define a two-sided matching problem taking preferences of the medical staff and hospitals

into account, list desirable properties of mechanisms, and introduce mechanisms satisfying

them. In Section 3.4, we consider the additional objective of maximum patient treatment.

23It is possible that some subset of doctors or nurses may already be employed at a hospital, while some
are not. Driven by the crisis, the regional hospital authority can re-assign those currently employed and
incorporate those not yet employed. If initial assignments are to be respected, then each hospital can embed
this information into their respective choice function. As such, we do not explicitly model initial assignments.

24A patient being unassigned can be interpreted as being placed in a queue. A ventilator being unassigned
can be interpreted as being placed into storage or transferred to another city/region.
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3 Assigning Ventilators and Medical Staff under

Preferences

We first study a special case of the treatment problem where ventilators are not a binding

constraint on the number of patients treated. That is, each hospital can freely hire medical

staff without considering whether or not it will have sufficient ventilators to utilize all of

them. The problem then reduces to a classic two-sided matching problem, and we provide a

general analysis that can be applied to other environments. We then return in Subsection 3.4

to the general treatment problem.

3.1 The Classic Two-Sided Matching Problem

We use the language of medical staff (staff for short) and hospitals but our set-up can be used

to model any classic many-to-one two-sided matching problem. For the sake of completeness,

clarity, and possible application for other two-sided matching problems (e.g. labor markets,

college admission), we define several of the concepts again.

Let M = {m1, . . . ,mk} be a finite set of staff including nurses and doctors. Let H =

{h1, . . . , h`} be a finite set of hospitals. Each hospital h is equipped with a choice function

denoted by Ch : 2M → 2M where Ch(M̄) ⊆ M̄ is the set of chosen staff, possibly ∅, by

hospital h from menu M̄ ⊆ M . Let C = (Ch)h∈H be the profile of hospitals’ respective

choice functions. Each staff m ∈M is equipped with a strict preference relation Pm over the

set of hospitals and being unassigned, the latter denoted by ∅; we denote weak preference by

Rm.25 Let P = (Pm)m∈M . We define tuple (M,H,P,C) as a classic two-sided matching

problem. We fix the sets M and H and represent a problem with (P,C).

A matching µ : M → H∪{∅} is a function such that each staff is matched with one hospital

in H or ∅.26 With slight abuse of notation we use µ(h) instead of µ−1(h). A mechanism

25Here, we allow medical staff to rank some hospitals below being unassigned. When we consider the
treatment problem, we assume all hospitals are ranked above being unassigned by each staff.

26Notice that we do not restrict the number of staff, either doctor or nurse, assigned to a hospital. Instead,
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φ is a procedure which selects a matching for any problem (P,C). Let φ[P,C], φ[P,C](m),

and φ[P,C](h) be the matching selected by mechanism φ, hospital matched to staff m, and

staff matched to hospital h under problem (P,C), respectively.

Stability is a central desideratum in two-sided matching markets, shown to be important for

the survival and long-term success of an assignment system (Gale and Shapley, 1962; Roth,

1982; Roth and Sotomayor, 1992).

Definition 1. A matching µ is stable if

• (Individual Rationality) µ(m)Pm ∅ and Ch(µ(h)) = µ(h) for each m ∈ M and

h ∈ H;

• (No Blocking) there is no hospital h and subset of staff M̄ such that M̄ 6= µ(h),

M̄ = Ch(µ(h) ∪ M̄) and hRm µ(m) for all m ∈ M̄ .

We say a matching µ is within-group stable if it is individually rational and not blocked by

any hospital and set of staff that are all the same type.27 Notice that, stability implies within-

group stability but the reverse does not always hold. A mechanism φ is stable (within-group

stable) if it selects a stable (within-group stable) matching in any problem. A mechanism

φ is strategy-proof for medical staff if for any problem (P,C) no medical staff benefit

from misreporting her preferences, i.e., φ[P,C](m) Rm φ[P ′m, P−m, C](m) for any misreport

P ′m, and preference profile P (where P−m = (Pm̂)m̂∈M\{m}).

It is well known that existence of a stable matching is guaranteed under certain conditions

in many-to-one matching problems. The following is the standard sufficiency condition

considered in the literature (Kelso and Crawford, 1982; Hatfield and Milgrom, 2005; Hatfield

and Kojima, 2008; Roth and Sotomayor, 1992).28

Definition 2. Hospital h’s choice function Ch is substitutable if for each set of staff

each hospital determines its capacity through the choice function.
27That is, it is not blocked by any hospital h ∈ H and subset of staff M̄ ⊂M such that either M̄ ⊆ D or

M ′ ⊆ N .
28Both Hatfield and Milgrom (2005) and Hatfield and Kojima (2008) consider the matching with contracts

framework. The classic two-sided matching problem is the special case where there is a unique contract term
for each medical staff and hospital pair.
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M̄ ⊂M , and each pair m,m′ ∈M\M̄ ,

m /∈ Ch(M̄ ∪ {m})⇒ m /∈ Ch(M̄ ∪ {m,m′}).

That is, under a substitutable choice function a staff m rejected in a given subset of doctors

M̄ ∪ {m} cannot be accepted when a superset of M̄ ∪ {m} is considered. A profile of choice

functions C is substitutable if for each h ∈ H, Ch is substitutable.29

The following is a consistency property for choice functions introduced by Aygün and Sönmez

(2013).30

Definition 3. Hospital h’s choice function Ch satisfies independence of rejected

alternatives if for each M̄ ⊆ M , and each m ∈ M , if m /∈ Ch(M̄ ∪ {m}), then

Ch(M̄ ∪ {m}) = Ch(M̄ \ {m}).

That is, removal of the rejected staff does not change the chosen set of the staff. We assume

each choice function considered in this paper satisfies independence of rejected alternatives.

Unfortunately, in our environment hospitals’ choice functions may fail to be substitutable.

We illustrate in the following example.

Example 1. Let H = {h}, M = {d, n} where N = {n} and D = {d}. Suppose h only

accepts the doctor and nurse if they are present as a pair. Then, Ch({n}) = Ch({d}) = ∅

but Ch({n, d}) = {n, d}. Hence, Ch is not substitutable.31

Given the negative result in Example 1, we seek a weaker condition that guarantees the

existence of a stable matching for any classic problem.

29Substitutability, as well as weaker conditions i.e. bilateral and unilateral substitutes (Hatfield and
Kojima, 2010), have been shown to be sufficient conditions in the matching with contracts model. Since in
our setting each hospital-staff pair have only one possible contract, such conditions are all the same.

30Alva (2018) shows that independence of rejected alternatives is equivalent to rationalizability.
31Notice that, hospital h’s choice function fails to be substitutable even if it accepts a doctor alone.
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3.2 A Weaker Condition than Substitutes: Partitionability

In this section, we introduce a condition on choice functions that is weaker than

substituability and guarantees existence of a stable matching for any problem. Let π be

an ordered partition of staff M .32 For any partition of staff, we refer to a cell of the partition

as a group. For instance, in the treatment problem the set of staff can be partitioned into

nurses and doctors, i.e. π = {π1 = N, π2 = D}.

Definition 4. Let π = {π1, π2, . . . , π`} be an ordered partition of the staff M . A choice

function Ch is π-partitionable if

i. (Within-Group Substitutes for π) For each subset of staff M̄ ⊂M , each group πg ∈ π,

each pair m,m′ ∈ (M \ M̄) ∩ πg,

m /∈ Ch(M̄ ∪ {m})⇒ m /∈ Ch(M̄ ∪ {m,m′}).

ii. (Downstream Independence for π) For each g < `, let Ug = π1 ∪ · · · ∪ πg denote the

staff “upstream” of πg and Og = πg+1 ∪ · · · ∪π` denote the staff downstream of πg. For

each set of staff M̄ ⊂M , g < `, and each “downstream” staff m′ ∈ Og,

Ch(M̄) ∩ Ug = Ch(M̄ ∪ {m′}) ∩ Ug.

The first condition requires no complementarity between the members of the same group.

The second condition says that the presence of downstream staff does not impact which

upstream staff are chosen. We also say that a profile of choice functions C is within-group

substitutes for π if each choice function in C satisfies the first condition, and similarly

with downstream independence for π for the second condition. For brevity, we drop

mention of π when the partition at hand is clear.

Definition 5. A profile of choice functions C is partitionable if there exists an ordered

partition of the staff π such that for each h ∈ H, Ch is π-partitionable.

32An ordered partition π = {π1, π2, . . . , π`} of staff is a collection of labelled subsets of staff such that
πk ∩ πk′ = ∅ for any k 6= k′, and ∪k≤`πk = M .
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We make two remarks on this definition.

Remark 1. Agents from the unit demand side that are in different groups can be either

complements (up to some degree) or substitutes. For example, suppose a hospital first chooses

doctors then nurses. The hospital might prefer to select nurses with the same specialties as

the doctors they have chosen or instead might prefer to “fill in gaps” and choose nurses

that are not in the same field. In either case, the doctors and nurses are not substitutes.

Alternatively, a hospital might have “separable” preferences over groups: the highest priority

doctors are chosen, then the highest priority nurses are chosen, with the priorities being

independent. In this case, agents across the two groups are substitutes. Finally, note that

perfect complements across groups is still not permissible: The choice function in Example

1, where either the entire “team” of the doctor-nurse pair is accepted together or not at all,

is not partitionable.

Remark 2. Partitionability need not be based an exogenous characteristic. In many

applications, there is a structure on applicants that generates a natural partition e.g. a

doctor’s specialty or different types of medical staff. However, partitionability is well-defined

even when there are no exogenous characteristics. Given any arbitrary profile of choice

functions, there may be a partition that “rationalizes” the profile of choice functions as

partitionable.

We first show the relation between partitionability and substitutability.

Proposition 1. If a profile of choice functions is substitutable, then it is partitionable. In

contrast, a partitionable profile of choice functions is not necessarily substitutable.

Next, we show that partitionability is sufficient to guarantee existence of stable matching.

Theorem 1. If a profile of choice functions C is partitionable, then for any classic problem

(M,H,P,C), a stable matching exists.

We prove Theorem 1 via construction. We first define a family of mechanisms used in our

proof and in the results shown in Section 3.3. This family of mechanisms is parameterized by
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ordered partitions π = {π1, π2, . . . , π`}—each called the Sequential Deferred Acceptance

w.r.t. π (SDAπ).

Let (M,H,P,C) be a problem, and π be an ordered partition of the medical staff such that C

is π-partitionable.33 Define the outcome of SDAπ as the product of the following algorithm:

Step 1: Deferred Acceptance for π1

Step 1.1: Each medical staff m ∈ π1 applies to her top choice under Pm. Let

A1(h) be the set of staff who have applied to h in this step. Each hospital

h tentatively keeps the staff in Ch(A1(h)) and rejects the staff in A1(h) \

Ch(A1(h)).

In general for each k > 1:

Step 1.k: Each medical staff m ∈ π1 applies to her top choice under Pm which

has not rejected her yet. Let Ak(h) be the set of staff who have applied to

h in this step. Each hospital h tentatively keeps the staff in Ch(Ak(h)) and

rejects the staff in Ak(h) \ Ch(Ak(h)).

Step 1 terminates when no staff in π1 is rejected. For each h ∈ H, let µ1(h)

be the set of staff tentatively kept by h at the last step.

In general, for each ` ≥ g > 1:

Step g: Deferred Acceptance for πg

Step g.1: Each medical staff m ∈ πg applies to her top choice under Pm. Let

A1(h) be the set of doctors who have applied to h in this step. Each hospital

h tentatively keeps the staff in Ch(µg−1(h) ∪ A1(h)) and rejects the staff in

A1(h) \ Ch(µg−1(h) ∪ A1(h)).34

In general for each k > 1:

33Note that we do not require M to be a partition where the two groups are N and D.
34Note that by downstream independence, µg−1(h) is a subset of the chosen staff from µg−1(h) ∪A1(h).
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Step g.k: Each medical staff m ∈ πg applies to her top choice under Pm which

has not rejected her yet. Let Ak(h) be the set of staff who have applied to h in

this step. Each hospital h tentatively keeps the staff in Ch(µg−1(h)∪Ak(h))

and rejects the staff in Ak(h) \ Ch(µg−1(h) ∪ Ak(h)).

Step g terminates when no staff in πg is rejected. For each h ∈ H, let µg(h)

be the set of staff tentatively kept by h at the last step.

In Appendix B, we establish that the outcome of this algorithm is a stable matching, thereby

proving Theorem 1. For the rest of the paper, all omitted proofs are in Appendix B.

In Hatfield and Kojima (2010), they consider one hospital with a choice function that violates

substitutes. They show that if there is at least one more hospital and this hospital’s choice

function satisfies substitutes, then a stable matching need not exist. We will perform the

parallel exercise with partitionability and show that departure from partitionability may

result in the nonexistence of a stable matching.

Proposition 2. Let |H| ≥ 2 and |D| ≥ 2. If there is h ∈ H such that Ch is not partitionable,

then we can find a preference profile P for staff and a partitionable choice function for some

hospital h′ (with unit demand for each group) such that, regardless of the choices of the other

hospitals, at (M,H,P,C) there is no stable matching.

We conclude this section by providing another feature of SDAπ. In particular, we provide a

condition such that when hospitals’ choice functions satisfy it (in addition to partitionability),

SDAπ is immune to preference manipulation by medical staff.

Definition 6. Hospital h’s choice function Ch satisfies the law of aggregate demand if

M ′ ⊂M ′′ implies |Ch(M ′)| ≤ |Ch(M ′′)|.

That is, when a hospital takes additional staff into consideration, the number of chosen staff

weakly increases. A profile of choice functions C satisfies law of aggregate demand if for

each h ∈ H, Ch satisfies law of aggregate demand. Hatfield and Milgrom (2005) show that

when the multi-unit demand side’s choice functions satisfy the law of aggregate demand and
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substitutability conditions, then the DA mechanism cannot be manipulated by agents on

the unit demand side. In Proposition 3 we show that SDAπ cannot be manipulated when

hospital choice functions are partitionable and satisfy the law of aggregate demand.

Proposition 3. If a profile of choice functions C is partitionable and satisfies the law of

aggregate demand, then SDAπ is strategy-proof for medical staff.

The statement also holds for a relaxation of the law of aggregate demand where we further

require that all staff in M ′′ \M ′ are in the same group. By partitionability, at Step k the

assignment is independent of agents in Step k′ for k′ > k, and the result follows.

3.3 Sufficient Conditions for a Stable Matching under the

Treatment Problem

In this section we will provide a stable solution for the treatment problem, given some

assumptions on the numbers of medical staff. These assumptions still do not allow us to

directly invoke results from the previous section. Rather, with some modification to the SDA

mechanism, we achieve the desired result. Recall that in the treatment problem we assume

that each medical staff ranks all hospitals above being unassigned, i.e., for each m ∈M , and

h ∈ H, h Pm ∅.

We define natural choice functions for hospitals: Each hospital would like to have enough

medical staff to sufficiently cover their ICU capacity and utilize the ventilators they have,

but in an efficient manner—they would not accept additional staff if it does not result in

more patients being treated. The number of ventilators it has constrains the number of

patients it can treat, and thus determines the number of doctors and nurses it demands.

For each hospital h ∈ H, and each subset of ventilators V ′ ⊂ V that h has/receives, let

Ch(·;V ′) satisfy within-group-substitutability and be such that for each M ′ = D′ ∪N ′ ⊆M ,

• (Efficient Doctor Selection) |Ch(M ′;V ′) ∩D| = dαDχ̂(M ′, ch, V
′, α)e,
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• (Efficient Nurse Selection) |Ch(M ′;V ′) ∩N | = dαN χ̂(M ′, ch, V
′, α)e,35 and

• (Doctor Selection Independence) for each N̄ ⊆ N with |N̄ | = |N ′|, Ch(D′∪N ′;V ′)∩D =

Ch(D
′ ∪ N̄ ;V ′) ∩D.

Note that Ch is parameterized by how many ventilators h receives. The first condition states

that the hospital chooses enough doctors to accommodate the maximum patient treatment

given the available inputs. The second is the same, but for nurses. Notice that this implies

that all doctors and nurses are “acceptable” to each hospital; it is not the case that some staff

member is rejected no matter what. The last condition states that as long as the number

of nurses kept the same, the set of chosen doctors does not change. We have not required

the other direction—that the selection of the nurses is independent from the selection of the

doctors.

If the choice function of hospital h, Ch(·; ·), satisfies the conditions above, then we call it

an efficient-treatment choice function. Recall the choice function in Example 1. Hospital

h chooses nurse n as long as it can also choose doctor d, and vice versa. It is an efficient-

treatment choice function.36 A separable/responsive choice function, where the hospital

has separate priorities over doctors and nurses, and chooses them independently up to the

efficient amount is also an efficient-treatment choice function.

In the classic two-sided matching problem, we only consider a market composed of medical

staff and hospitals, defining the stability notions accordingly. Here, the choice of hospitals,

and therefore blocking conditions, depend on whether or not the hospitals can find ventilators

to accompany the block. We adopt stability notions to the treatment problem to reflect this

new aspect.

In the treatment problem, a matching µ is stable if it is individually rational and there is

no hospital h, subset of staff M̄ , and set of idle ventilators V̄ such that M̄ 6= µ(h) ∩M ,

M̄ = Ch(µM(h) ∪ M̄ ;µV (h) ∪ V̄ ), and h Rm µ(m) for all m ∈ M̄ .

We say that, in the treatment problem, a matching µ is within-group stable if it is

35When αn = 1, |Ch(M ′;V ′) ∩N | = χ̂(M ′, ch, V
′, α)

36We implicitly assume that hospital h has enough ventilators to utilize its staff.
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individually rational and not blocked by any hospital, set of staff of the same type, and set

of idle ventilators.37

Notice that an efficient-treatment choice function is not partitionable. By definition, it

satisfies within-group-substitutability ; however, for any ordered partition of nurses and

doctors, it does not satisfy downstream independence (see Example 1). Despite this, if

we can determine that the number of doctors, for example, are not limiting the number of

patients treated, then we can establish an existence result along the lines of Theorem 1. The

following illustrates this situation.

Example 2. Let H = {h1, h2}, N = {n1, n2, n3, n4}, D = {d}, ch1 = ch2 = 2, |V | = 4, and

αD = 1
2
. Let Ch1 and Ch2 be efficient-treatment choice functions. The number of patients

treated by each hospital, under a stable solution, depends only on the preference of doctor d.

This follows from the fact that the number of nurses and ventilators are weakly greater than

the total capacity of the hospitals, and we can always guarantee that there are at least two

nurses and two ventilators also assigned to the hospital where doctor d is assigned.

In Example 2, if we can guarantee that for each hospital we can 1) assign as many nurses

as needed, and 2) provide enough ventilators so that no assigned doctors are idle, then we

can treat the set of doctors as upstream and the set of nurses as downstream. That is, the

choice functions of hospitals are partitionable with respect to π = {π1 = D, π2 = N}.

The question is the following: Under what conditions can we guarantee that each hospital can

find enough nurses to utilize the doctors they have? For instance, if |N | = |V | =
∑

h∈H ch,

then no matter how many doctors are assigned to each hospital, we can assign enough

nurses and ventilators to each hospital. Moreover, if the number of nurses is more than the

maximum number of patients that can be treated by doctors (independent of the hospitals’

bed capacities and ventilators), then we have sufficient nurses to form a team with each doctor

at each hospital. Given these observations, by using results from the previous section, we

show that a modified version of the SDA selects a stable matching when we have enough

ventilators and nurses. This modified version works as follows:

37Formally, the only difference is that M̄ is such that either M̄ ⊆ N or M̄ ⊆ D.
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SDA with Placeholders:

Step 0. (Ventilators) Let V 0 be the set of null ventilators such that |V 0| =
∑

h∈H ch−

|V |. Tentatively assign ch (possibly null) ventilators to each hospital h.

Step 1. (Doctor Assignment) Use the DA algorithm, and in each substep:

i. Each doctor applies to her most preferred hospital that has not rejected

her yet.

ii. An arbitrary set of ch nurses apply to each hospital h.38

iii. Given the applying doctors, nurses, and tentatively assigned ch

ventilators in Step 0, each hospital h tentatively keeps applicants

according to Ch and rejects the rest.

The DA algorithm terminates when no agent is rejected. When it

terminates, we assign only the chosen doctors to the hospitals. Let xh be

the number of doctors assigned to hospital h at the end of Step 1.

Step 2. (Nurse Assignment) Use the DA algorithm, and in each substep:

i. Each nurse applies to her most preferred hospital that has not rejected

her yet.

ii. Each doctor applies to the hospital she has been assigned to in Step 1.

iii. Given the applying doctors, nurses, and tentatively assigned ch

ventilators in Step 0, each hospital h with at least min{ch, xhαD
} nurse

applicants tentatively keeps applicants according to Ch and rejects the

rest of the nurses.39 Each hospital with less than min{ch, xhαD
} nurse

applicants tentatively accepts all applicants.

The DA algorithm terminates when no agent is rejected. The set of medical

staff applying to hospital h in the last substep is assigned to hospital h.

We also assign ventilators one by one to each hospital, with each hospital

getting at most min{ch, xhαD
} and the remaining being unassigned.

38The identities are arbitrary, and a nurse may apply to more than one hospital. We assume that |N | ≥ ch
for every h ∈ H.

39No doctor is rejected at this step, due to Efficient Doctor Selection of Ch.
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In Step 1, we run DA as if certain ventilators and nurses have been assigned; the hospitals

use these “placeholder” assignments to make their doctor selections. After Step 2, these

placeholder assignments are discarded, and replaced with the actual assignments. We give

an example of the SDA with Placeholders in Appendix C (Example 8).

It is straightforward to see that SDA with Placeholders works as desired under some

conditions on the number of ventilators and nurses. Whenever these conditions are satisfied,

it selects a stable matching and no medical staff can manipulate it. Furthermore, any

efficient-treatment choice function satisfies the law the aggregate demand, resulting in the

mechanism’s non-manipulability. We summarize this finding next.

Theorem 2. Let (P,C) be a treatment problem such that

i. C is a profile of efficient-treatment choice functions,

ii. |N | ≥ min
{∑

h∈H ch,
|D|
αD

}
, and

iii. |V | ≥ χm.

Then, for any such problem, SDA with Placeholders selects a stable matching, and is strategy-

proof for the medical staff.

Theorem 2 shows that we can achieve stability when only the doctors are scarce. We illustrate

how the statement fails if nurses are scarce, or |N | < min
{∑

h∈H ch, α
−1
D |D|

}
.40

Example 3. Let H = {h1, h2, h3}, N = {n1, n2, n3}, D = {d1, d2}, I = {i1, . . . , i9},

|V | = 9, ch1 = ch2 = ch3 = 3, and αD = 1
3
. In this problem, we have |N | = 3 <

min
{∑

h∈H ch, α
−1
D |D|

}
= 6. Preferences of doctors are as follows: h1 Pd1 h2 Pd1 h3 and

h2 Pd2 h1 Pd2 h3. Preferences of each nurse n is h1 Pn h2 Pn h3. Note that we have enough

ventilators to support any assignment of nurses and doctors. Then, SDA with Placeholders

will assign: n1, n2, n3 and d1 to h1, and d2 to h2. This assignment is not stable because it

is not individually rational for h2.

40A similar problem occurs if we attempt to reverse the order of SDA with Placeholders and assign nurses
first by permuting the roles of the two groups.
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3.4 A Maximum Patient Treatment and Within-Group Stable

Mechanism

Troublingly, in some treatment problems any stable matching may fail to maximize the

number of patients possibly treated.

Example 4. Let H = {h1, h2}, c = (1, 2), N = {n1, n2}, D = {d}, |V | = 3, and αD = 1
2
.

Let each nurse and doctor prefer h1 over h2, and each hospital have an efficient-treatment

choice function. The unique stable matching is when the doctor and a nurse are assigned to

h1; under this matching, one patient can be treated. Alternatively, if all medical staff were

assigned to h2, then the total patient population treated is maximized at 2.

Given the negative results in Examples 3 and 4, we weaken the stability requirement to

within-group stability. We show that, without any of the assumptions on the numbers

of staff as in Theorem 2, it is possible to achieve the property together with maximum

patient treatment. Thus, the cost of the stronger stability notion is general applicability and

maximum patient treatment.

To do this, we introduce the Hybrid Mechanism—a combination of the Treatment

Maximizing Mechanism (defined in Appendix A) and the SDA with Placeholders. For each

treatment problem (P,C), the mechanism selects its outcome through following algorithm.

Hybrid Mechanism (HM):

Step 0: Run the Treatment Maximization mechanism for this problem. Let µ be

the outcome of the Treatment Maximization mechanism and ωh be the

number of patients assigned to hospital h under µ. By definition of the

Treatment Maximization mechanism,
∑

h∈H ωh ≤ |V |. For each hospital h,

we distribute ωh ventilators to h. Let Vh be the ventilators given to hospital

h. Hence, in the following steps, each hospital uses choice function Ch(·;Vh).

Step 1. (Doctor Assignment) Use the DA algorithm, and in each substep:

i. Each doctor applies to her most preferred hospital that has not rejected
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her yet.

ii. An arbitrary set of ωh nurses apply to each hospital h.41

iii. Given the applying doctors, nurses, and tentatively assigned ωh

ventilators in Step 0, each hospital h tentatively keeps applicants

according to Ch(·;Vh) and rejects the rest.

The DA algorithm terminates when no agent is rejected. When it

terminates, we assign only the chosen doctors to the hospitals. By the

definition of hospitals’ choice functions, each hospital h is assigned α−1
D ωh

doctors.

Step 2. (Nurse Assignment) Use the DA algorithm, and in each substep:

i. Each nurse applies to her most preferred hospital that has not rejected

her yet.

ii. Each doctor applies to the hospital she has been assigned to in Step 1.

iii. Given the applying doctors, nurses, and tentatively assigned ωh

ventilators in Step 0, each hospital h with at least ωh nurse applicants

tentatively keeps applicants according to Ch(·;Vh) and rejects the rest.42

The DA algorithm terminates when no agent is rejected. The outcome

attained at the end of Step 2 is the matching selected by the Hybrid

mechanism.

Doctor assignment in Step 1 still features placeholder nurses, but importantly, the number

of such nurses is not ch. Instead, in the newly added Step 0, we now run the Treatment

Maximizing Mechanism to determine the placeholder number of nurses ωh. Example 9 in

Appendix C illustrates how the HM mechanism selects its outcome.

We now provide our main result.

Theorem 3. Consider a treatment problem (P,C) such that C is a profile of efficient-

treatment choice functions. Then, the HM selects a matching that

i. achieves maximum patient treatment,

41By definition of Treatment Maximization mechanism,
∑

h∈H ωh ≤ |N |.
42By the definition of Treatment Maximization mechanism such a hospital exists in each substep.
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ii. is within-group stable, and

iii. is strategy-proof for the medical staff.

Note that the HM assigns doctors before nurses. If, instead of the Doctor Selection

Independence condition of the efficient-treatment choice function, we define and require

the symmetric “Nurse Selection Independence” where their roles are permuted, then we can

similarly define a variant of the HM where nurses are assigned first.

4 Extensions and Other Applications

4.1 Patient Preferences

Consider a generalization of our model where patients have preferences over which hospital

they are assigned to and all hospitals in the region are acceptable, i.e., patients prefer

having treatment over not. We may accommodate these preferences in an efficient and

non-manipulable manner without affecting the previously achieved properties.

We do this by adding a stage of patient assignment upon conclusion of the Hybrid Mechanism

in a serial priority fashion. Note that at each step in the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism,

only numbers of patients are assigned to various hospitals—their identities are unspecified

and so their selection can be arbitrary. After running the HM, each hospital has an induced

capacity given their assignment of doctors, nurses, and ventilators. Define a strict ordering

of the patients, and assign patients to hospitals by running serial priority. That is, the

first patient selects their top-ranked hospital within the set of hospitals that have non-zero

capacity. Revise down the capacity of this hospital and repeat this process with the remaining

agents until none are left. Since only the identities of patients are determined in this stage

(and not medical staff or ventilators assignments), all properties from Theorem 3 remain.

The order in which agents appear in this stage has a natural interpretation: their dynamic

arrival time. Since treatment is overdemanded in our crisis, we do not run into issues of
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uncertainty regarding the eventual number agents that will arrive. Thus, the Treatment

Maximizing Mechanism is still well-defined with dynamic arrivals.

4.2 Two-Sided Matching with Diversity Considerations or

Specializations

Our model contains as a special case the problem of two-sided matching where one side

would like to be matched to those on the other side in a particular ratio. We give several

examples: A firm focusing on diversity considerations would like to hire employees with a

specific proportion of each gender (or race). A sports team has several different specialized

roles, and each role may require a different number of players.

Such preferences can be represented by our efficient-treatment choice functions. If we set

the number of ventilators to more than the aggregate hospital capacity, then they are a

non-binding constraint and do not affect the rest of the analysis. The capacity ch then

represents the maximum number of employees the firm wants to hire, and combinations of

the parameters αD and αN indicate different ratios. For example, if the two types of groups

are now men and women (as opposed to doctors and nurses), then setting αD = αN the

choice function selects sets with equal amounts men and women. We illustrate this in the

following:

Example 5. Let |V ′| = ch =∞, αD = αN , and M ′ = D′∪N ′ ⊆M . Then χ̂(M ′, ch, V
′, α) =

min{α−1
D |D′|, α

−1
N |N ′|, ch} and

|Ch(M ′;V ′) ∩D| = dαDχ̂(M ′, ch, V
′, α)e

= dαN χ̂(M ′, ch, V
′, α)e

= |Ch(M ′;V ′) ∩N |.

So the chosen number of men (doctors) and women (nurses) are the same. If ch <∞, then

the above still holds, but then it is possible that ch is a binding constraint in χ̂(·), and we

would have |Ch(M ′;V ′) ∩D| = |Ch(M ′;V ′) ∩N | = dαDche.
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5 Conclusion

The problem of matching scarce medical staff and ventilators to hospitals is an interesting

combination of classic two-sided matching and rationing. We consider the design of

mechanisms for these so-called treatment problems. Our primary objectives are stability,

maximum patient treatment, and non-manipulability for the unit demand side. To this end,

we propose several mechanisms, with the Hybrid Mechanism as our main contribution. Two

of the mechanisms introduced in this paper are based on the celebrated DA algorithm. Agents

on the unit demand side are complements to each other, though, violating the substitutes

condition and rendering the DA deficient. Our contribution is to show that we can apply

the DA in a step-wise manner to achieve stability. While our Hybrid Mechanism is currently

defined for two only two groups, we can generalize it to the case with more groups (with

appropriate generalization of α and the efficient-treatment choice functions).

Our solution is not only applicable to the treatment problem in the Covid-19 crisis.

The results can be used in any two-sided matching markets in which different kinds of

complementarities exist between disjoint sets of agents. In addition to problems where

agents have choice functions satisfying our partitionability condition, markets where the

multi-unit demand side selects different types of agents in particular ratios can benefit from

our techniques, e.g. a firm needs several types of workers with different skill-sets in some

proportion.

Finally, we make several remarks on individual rationality. Some doctors or nurses may

already be employed by hospitals, and we may define a notion of the property where an

agent has the right to stay at the hospital if they wish. This notion can be embedded

into their hospital’s choice function, and is thus implied by stability. Unfortunately, this is

incompatible with maximum patient treatment: If a doctor wants to stay at a particular

hospital, but moving them would increase the number of patients treated, then at least

one of the two properties would be violated. By augmenting the Hybrid Mechanism, we

can, however, achieve an assignment that is “close” to satisfying this notion. Recall that

assignment of groups in the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism can alternatively be done
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one by one to various hospitals. In this process, assign groups to mirror as much as possible

the initial number of staff at each hospital. Then, in each hospital’s choice function, we

prioritize their initial medical staff.
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Appendix A: Maximum Patient Treatment Benchmark

We provide a solution that maximizes the number of treated patients in any given problem.

Such a solution does not take preferences of the medical staff and choices of the hospitals

into account. We will use it as an ingredient in the proposed mechanism in Subsection 3.4.

The maximum number of patients that can be treated when there is a unique hospital with

a capacity of
∑

h∈H ch is:

χ1 = min

{
|V |, α−1

D |D|, |N |,
∑
h∈H

ch

}
.

Due to divisibility issues, the maximum number of patients that can be treated when there

are multiple hospitals is weakly less than χ1. We illustrate this situation in Example 6.

Example 6. Let H = {h1, h2} with ch1 = 2 and ch2 = 4. Let |I| = |V | = |N | = 6, |D| = 2

and αD = 1
3
. Then,

χ1 = min {6, 6, 6, 6} = 6.

However, we can treat at most 5 patients by allocating 2 ventilators, 1 doctor, and 2 nurses

to hospital h1, and 3 ventilators, 1 doctor, and 3 nurses to hospital h2.

Potential difference between χ1 and the actual maximum number of patients that can be

treated follows from the fact that some hospitals’ capacities may not be a factor of the

number of patients each doctor can treat, i.e., 0 6= ch mod α−1
D for some h ∈ H. By taking

this into account, we can calculate the maximum number of patients that can be treated

when we have multiple hospitals. For any given treatment problem (H,N,D, V, I, c, α, P, C),

the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism recommends an assignment as follows:

Step 1. We place α−1
D patients, α−1

D ventilators, α−1
D nurses, and one doctor together

into a group g1. Repeat this process with the remaining agents/ventilators

to form groups g2, g3, etc. until it is no longer possible to form a complete
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group. Let G be the set of constructed groups.

Step 2. Let G1 = G. We consider each hospital one by one according to order

h1, h2, . . . , h|H|. For each k ∈ {1, . . . , |H|}, we assign min
{
bchk × αDc, |Gk|

}
groups to hk. We set Gk+1 by removing the assigned groups to hk from Gk.

We continue with hk+1 if |Gk+1| > 0 and k + 1 ≤ |H|. Otherwise, Step 2

terminates and we continue with Step 3.

Step 3. If there are any remaining patients, then we find the hospital with the

maximum number of remaining beds and fill these beds with the patients

and assign the minimum necessary number of ventilators and medical staff

to this hospital. If the remaining number of ventilators or medical staff is

not sufficient to cover these patients, then after assigning all of them stop the

process, and the remaining patients are unassigned. Otherwise, we continue

with the next hospital in the same manner.

We denote the total number of patients assigned to all hospitals with χm (where m stands

for “multiple hospitals”). Note that a resulting matching may leave some medical staff

unassigned; we can interpret them as being available for neighboring region hospitals or

redundant on-call staff. For each M ′ = D′ ∪ N ′ ⊆ M , and V ′ ⊆ V , let χ̂(M ′, ch, V
′, α) be

the maximum number of patients that can be treated with any group of medical staff from

M ′, any subset of ventilators from V ′, and ch ICU beds. That is,

χ̂(M ′, ch, V
′, α) = min

{
α−1
D |D

′|, α−1
N |N

′|, ch, |V ′|
}

where M ′ = D′ ∪N ′. We say that a mechanism satisfies maximum patient treatment if

for each treatment problem, if µ is the matching it recommends, then

∑
h∈H

min{|µI(h)|, χ̂(µM(h), ch, µV (h), α)} = χm

where χm is computed for that problem.

Example 7. Let H = {h1, h2, h3, h4}, c = (4, 6, 3, 2), , N = {n1, n2, . . . , n10}, D =
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{d1, . . . , d4}, V = {v1, . . . , v12}, I = {i1, . . . , i15}, αV = αN = 1 and αD = 1
3
.

The Treatment Maximizing Mechanism finds its outcome in this problem as follows:

Step 1: Then, we can have three groups:

G =
{
g1 = (d1, n1, n2, n3, v1, v2, v3, i1, i2, i3),

g2 = (d2, n4, n5, n6, v4, v5, v6, i4, i5, i6),

g3 = (d3, n7, n8, n9, v7, v8, v9, i7, i8, i9)
}
.

Step 2: Let G1 = G. We first consider hospital h1. Since min {bch1 × αDc, |G1|} =

min
{
b4

3
c, 3
}

= 1, we assign group g1 to h1. We set G2 = G1 \ {g1}.

Next, we consider hospital h2. Since min {bch2 × αDc, |G2|} = min
{
b6

3
c, 2
}

= 2, we assign

groups g2 and g3 to h2. We set G3 = G2 \ {g2, g3} = ∅. Since G3 = ∅, we continue with Step

3.

Step 3: Let N ′, D′, V ′, I ′ be the set of nurses, doctors, ventilators, and patients who

are not assigned yet, respectively. Then, N ′ = {n10}, D′ = {d4}, V ′ = {v10, v11, v12}, and

I ′ = {i10, . . . , i15}. Since we have unassigned patients, we find the hospitals with the highest

number of remaining beds, which is h3. Since we have only one remaining nurse, we can

treat at most one patient. So we assign {d4, n10, v10, i10} to hospital h3.

The final outcome µ is such that µ(h1) = g1, µ(h2) = g2 ∪ g3, µ(h3) = {d4, n10, v10, i10}, and

µ(h4) = ∅.

Observe that for this problem, we avoid divisibility issues, and there is no difference between

χ1 and χm:

χ1 = min

{
|V |, α−1

D |D|, |N |,
∑
h∈H

ch

}
= min{12, 12, 10, 15} = 10 = χm.

Next, we summarize our maximality result. If |H| = 1, then by definition, χm = χ1. For the
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general case when there are multiple hospitals, χm is an upper bound.

Proposition 4. For each problem (H,N,D, V, I, c, α, P, C), under any matching, the number

of patients that are assigned to some hospital cannot be more than χm (computed for this

problem).

In the definition of the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism, we assign the maximum number

of groups possible to each hospital sequentially. Notice that this process can be generalized to

assign groups one by one to hospitals, as opposed to as many groups as possible at a time to

each hospital. That is, assign one group to h1, then one to h2, and so on. Clearly each “draft”

order may result in a different assignment, but the total patient treatment accommodation

remains the same. Hence, it is possible to generalize the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism

to a class parameterized by hospital orders. In Subsection 3.4, when we define the Hybrid

Mechanism, we will use the “canonical” version of the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism as

defined above.

Appendix B: Proofs

Proof of Proposition 4. Let G be the groups constructed and n = |G|. Since |I| ≥ |V |,

|G| = min{bαD × |V |c, |D|, bαD × |N |c}. If the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism assigns

all groups in G in Step 2, then in no other matching the number of matched patients can

exceed χm. In fact, in Step 3, the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism may assign more

patients to one more hospital by utilizing the remaining staff and ventilators limited to the

leftover capacity in that hospital, and such a hospital is chosen by considering the remaining

bed capacities after Step 2.

Suppose that the Treatment Maximizing Mechanism does not assign all groups in G. Then,

at the end of Step 2, the number of remaining beds at each hospital h is strictly less than

αD
−1. Hence, assigning the remaining medical staff and ventilators to the hospitals starting

with the one with highest number of remaining beds will give us the maximum number of

patients to be treated.
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Proof of Proposition 1. Let π be the trivial partition consisting of all staff, i.e. π = {M}.

Then, a substitutable choice function Ch is π-partitionable. Hence, C = {Ch1 , . . . , Ch`} is

partitionable.

Next, we prove the second part of the statement by means of example. Let H = {h},

π = {π1, π2}, π1 = {d} and π2 = {n}. That is, M = {d, n}, D = {d}, and N = {n}. We

define Ch as follows:

a. Select n only when d is also applying.

b. Select d whenever she is applying.

Such a choice function can be interpreted as follows: A doctor can do a job without a nurse.

However, in order a nurse to help a patient, we need a doctor. A doctor and a nurse together

work more efficiently.

First notice that, Ch is not substitutable: n /∈ Ch({n}) = ∅ but n ∈ Ch({d, n}) = {d, n}.

However, Ch is π-partitionable: d is never rejected when she applies and the nurse in π2 is

accepted only when d in π1 applies. That is, both within-group substitutes and downstream

independence are satisfied.

Proof of Theorem 1. We show that if a profile of choice functions is π-partitionable, then

the SDAπ produces a stable matching for any doctor preference profile.

Let (M,H,P,C) be a problem, and π be an ordered partition of the medical staff such

that C is π-partitionable. Since the choice function for each hospital h is π-partitionable,

µg(h) ⊆ µg+1(h) for any g ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m − 1}. Hence, µ(h) = µm(h) for each h ∈ H. Let

the SDAπ prescribe µ for this problem. Since the choice function for each hospital h is

π-partitionable, µg(h) ⊆ µg+1(h) for any g ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m − 1}. Hence, µ(h) = µm(h) for

each h ∈ H. Let the SDAπ prescribe µ for this problem.

We now show that µ is stable for this problem. We first consider individual rationality.

Since staff only apply for the acceptable hospitals, µ(m) Rm ∅ for all m ∈ M . Moreover,

independence of rejected alternatives implies that for each h ∈ H, Ch(µm−1 ∪ Ak̄(h)) =
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Ch(µm(h)) = µm(h) = µ(h) where k̄ is the termination step of the DA for πm. Hence, µ is

individually rational.

Next, we show µ cannot be blocked. Suppose by contradiction that there is a hospital h

and a set of staff M̄ ⊆ M that blocks µ. We prove this cannot be true by using induction.

Let M̄ ∩ πg = M̄ g and µ(h) ∩ πg = µg(h) for each g ∈ {1, 2, . . . , `} and h ∈ H. We start

with g = 1. If there exists m ∈ M̄1 \ µ1(h), then by independence of rejected alternatives

and partitionability, m /∈ Ch(µ(h) ∪ M̄)—contradicting the assumption that M̄ blocks µ.

Hence, M̄1 ⊆ µ1(h) ⊆ µ(h). By independence of rejected alternatives and downstream

independence, M̄1 ⊆ Ch(µ(h) ∪ M̄). Suppose M̄ g′ ⊆ µ(h) for all g′ < ḡ ≤ `. That is, M̄ g′ ⊆

Ch(µ(h) ∪ M̄) for all g′ < ḡ ≤ `. If there exists m ∈ M̄ ḡ \ µḡ(h), then by independence of

rejected alternatives and partitionability, m /∈ Ch(µ(h)∪M̄). Hence, M̄ ḡ ⊆ µḡ(h). Therefore,

we have M̄ ⊆ µ(h) and therefore Ch(µ(h) ∪ M̄) = Ch(µ(h)) = µ(h).

Proof of Proposition 2. Fix any partition π. Since Ch is not partitionable, Ch is not π-

partitionable. The definition of partitionability includes two independent properties.

Within-Group Substitutes: Suppose Ch violates within-group substitutes. That is, there is

a group πg, and doctors {d, j} ⊆ πg and D̄ ⊂ D such that d /∈ Ch(D̄ ∪ {d}) but d ∈ Ch(D̄ ∪

{d, j}). We will show that j ∈ Ch(D̄∪{d, j}). Otherwise, Ch(D̄∪{d, j}) = Ch(D̄∪{d}) (by

the independence of rejected alternatives), and since d /∈ Ch(D̄ ∪ {d}), d 6∈ Ch(D̄ ∪ {d, j}),

a contradiction. Therefore, {d, j} ⊆ Ch(D̄ ∪ {d, j}).

We will construct a partitionable choice function for some hospital h′. Specifically, for any set

D′ ⊆ D \{d, j}, let Ch′(D
′) = ∅, Ch′(D′∪{j}) = {j} and Ch′(D

′∪{d}) = Ch′(D
′∪{d, j}) =

{d}.

Let D∗ = Ch(D̄ ∪ {d, j}) recalling that {d, j} ⊆ D∗. Let D̃ = Ch(D̄ ∪ {d}). By irrelevance

of rejected alternatives, D̃ = Ch(D̄∪{d}) = Ch(D̃∪{d}). We now define doctor preferences
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as follows:

Pk :=



h, h′, ∅ k = d

h′, h, ∅ k = j

h, ∅ k ∈ D̄ \ {d, j}

∅ k 6∈ D̄ ∪ {d, j}

Suppose by contradiction that there is a stable matching µ at this problem. Then, µ(k) = ∅

for all k /∈ D̄ ∪ {i, j} and µ(h′) ⊆ {d, j}. Otherwise, µ is blocked by an individual doctor or

hospital. If µ(h′) = ∅, then h′ and j block µ. Hence, |µ(h′)| = 1. If µ(h′) = i, then doctors

in D∗ and h block µ. If µ(h′) = j, then µ(d) = h. Otherwise, d and h′ block µ. Since

d /∈ Ch(D̃ ∪ {d}) = D̃, D̃ \ µ(h) 6= ∅. Hence, doctors in D̃ and h block µ. In any case, µ is

blocked.

Downstream Independence: Suppose Ch violates downstream independence. That is, for

some group πg, D̄ ⊂ D, and j ∈ Vg \ D̄, we have Ch(D̄) ∩ Ug 6= Ch(D̄ ∪ {j}) ∩ Ug.

Case 1: A downstream doctor causes an upstream doctor to be rejected. Formally,

suppose d ∈ Ch(D̄)∩Ug but d /∈ Ch(D̄∪{j})∩Ug. Similar to the argument in the within-group

substitutes section, irrelevance of rejected alternatives implies that j ∈ Ch(D̄ ∪ {j}). For

hospital h′, define Ch′ as the following: for any I ′ ⊆ D \ {d, j}, Ch′(I ′) = Ch′(I
′ ∪ {j}) = ∅,

Ch′(I
′ ∪ {d, j}) = {d, j}, and Ch′(I

′ ∪ {d}) = {d}. Note that even though Ch′ violates

substitutes, but it is π-partitionable if d is in an earlier group than j. Let D∗ = Ch(D̄∪{j})

recalling that j ∈ D∗. By irrelevance of rejected alternatives, Ch(D̄ ∪ {j}) = Ch(D
∗). We

now define doctor preferences as follows:

Pk :=



h, h′, ∅ k = d

h′, h, ∅ k = j

h, ∅ k ∈ D̄ \ {d, j}

∅ k 6∈ D̄ ∪ {d, j}
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Suppose by contradiction that there is a stable matching µ. Then, µ(k) = ∅ for all k /∈(
D̄ ∪ {i, j}

)
. If µ(d) = h′, then µ(j) = h′ or else {d, j} and h′ block µ. But if µ(d) = µ(j) =

h′, then µ(h) 6= Ch(D̄) and doctors in Ch(D̄) and h block µ. If µ(d) = ∅, then d and h′ block

µ. Therefore, µ(d) = h and µ(h) 6= D∗. In this case, µ(j) 6= h′ as j /∈ Ch′({j}). Moreover,

by irrelevance of rejected alternatives of Ch and individual rationality of µ, D∗ * µ(h) as

d /∈ D∗ = Ch(D̃ ∪ {j}) for any D̃ ⊆ D such that D∗ ⊆ D̃ ⊆ D̄. Hence, the doctors in D∗

and h block µ. In any case, µ is blocked.

Case 2: A downstream doctor causes an upstream doctor to be accepted.

Formally, suppose d /∈ Ch(D̄ ∪ {d}) ∩ Ug but d ∈ Ch(D̄ ∪ {d, j}) ∩ Ug. By irrelevance

of rejected alternatives, {d, j} ⊆ Ch(D̄ ∪ {d, j}). Notice that Ch violates the substitutes

condition.

We will construct a partitionable choice function for some hospital h′. Specifically, for any set

I ′ ⊆ D \ {d, j}, let Ch′(D
′) = ∅, Ch′(D′ ∪ {j}) = {j} and Ch′(D

′ ∪ {d}) = Ch′(D
′ ∪ {d, j}) =

{d}.

Let D∗ = Ch(D̄ ∪ {d, j}) recalling that {d, j} ⊆ D∗. Let D̃ = Ch(D̄ ∪ {d}). By irrelevance

of rejected alternatives, D̃ = Ch(D̄∪{d}) = Ch(D̃∪{d}). We now define doctor preferences

as follows:

Pk :=



h, h′, ∅ k = d

h′, h, ∅ k = j

h, ∅ k ∈ D̄ \ {d, j}

∅ k 6∈ D̄ ∪ {d, j}

Suppose by contradiction that there is a stable matching µ. Then, µ(k) = ∅ for all k /∈(
D̄ ∪ {i, j}

)
and µ(h′) ⊆ {d, j}. Otherwise, µ is blocked by an individual doctor or hospital.

If µ(h′) = ∅, then h′ and j block µ. Hence, by individual rationality, |µ(h′)| = 1. If µ(h′) = i,

then µ(h) 6= D∗ and doctors in D∗ and h block µ. If µ(h′) = j, then µ(d) = h. Otherwise,

d and h′ block µ. Since d /∈ Ch(D̃ ∪ {d}) = D̃, µ(h) 6= D̃. By individual rationality of µ,

µ(h) ⊆ D̄ ∪ {d}, and so µ(h) ∪ D̃ ⊆ D̄ ∪ {d}. By independence of irrelevant alternatives,
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Ch(D̄ ∪ {d}) = Ch(µ(h) ∪ D̃) = D̃. Hence, doctors in D̃ and h block µ. In any case, µ is

blocked.

Proof of Proposition 3. Consider an arbitrary problem (M,H,P,C). The SDAπ mechanism

assigns each partition πk in Step k to the hospitals. Downstream independence implies that

agents in πk cannot affect the assignment determined in earlier steps. Hence, by Hatfield and

Milgrom (2005), since hospitals’ choice function satisfies within-group substitutes and the

law of aggregate demand, in any Step k agents in πk cannot benefit from misreporting their

preferences over hospitals and being unassigned option. As a result, SDAπ is strategy-proof

for medical staff.

Proof of Theorem 2. First, the SDA with Placeholders selects a well-defined matching when

Conditions i, ii and iii are satisfied, i.e., no medical staff is assigned to more than one hospital

and only ventilators in V are assigned to the hospitals. Feasibility of the matching follows

from the following facts. By Condition iii, at the end of Step 2, each ventilator assigned

to a hospital is non-null, i.e, each assigned ventilator is in V and none of the medical staff

assigned to a hospital becomes redundant due to the number of ventilators assigned to that

hospital. Moreover, in each substep of Step 1, a hospital h rejects some doctor if more than

dch × αDe doctors apply in that substep. Since C satisfies within-group-substitutability, a

well-defined (but possibly infeasible) outcome is selected in Step 1. In particular, no hospital

h accepts more than dch × αDe doctors at the end of Step 1 . In Step 2, the capacity of

each hospital h which has been assigned xh doctors is adjusted to min {ch, xh × αD−1}. In

particular, in any substep of Step 2, hospital h rejects some agent (in particular some nurse)

if at least min {ch, xh × αD−1} nurses has applied to it. Conditions i and ii and the proof of

Theorem 1 guarantee that the outcome obtained at the end of Step 2 is stable.

The Efficient Doctor and Nurse Selection requirements of choice function Ch directly imply

that it satisfies the law of aggregate demand. Hence, the proof of Proposition 3 implies that

no medical staff can manipulate SDA with Placeholders when Conditions i and ii hold.

Proof of Theorem 3. We prove each property one by one.
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Maximum Patient Treatment : In Step 0, without considering preferences and choice

functions, we first calculate a matching which maximizes the number of patients that can

be treated by using Treatment Maximization mechanism. In this matching, each hospital h

treats ωh patients. In the following steps, each hospital h is assigned ωh ventilators. Let Vh

be the set of ventilators assigned to h and |Vh| = ωh. By definition of Ch(·;Vh), and the fact

that each doctor and nurse finds each hospital acceptable, the mechanism assigns h exactly

ωh nurses and dωh × αDe doctors. Thus, each hospital can accommodate ωh patients, and∑
h∈H ωh is by definition the maximum possible patient treatment amount χm.

Within-Group Stability : Notice that each hospital is equipped with an efficient-treatment

choice function. Moreover, the assignments of nurses and doctors are done by following

the steps of DA algorithm and using choice functions that satisfy within-group-substitutes.

Hence, no hospital h would like to replace a subset of nurses N ′ assigned to it with another

subset of nurses N ′′ who prefer h to their assignment. Similarly, no hospital h would like

to replace a subset of doctors D′ assigned to it with another subset of doctors D′′ who

prefer h to their assignment. By the definition of the choice functions, each assigned medical

staff is utilized, i.e. removal of a medical staff results in fewer treated patients, and so the

assignment is individually rational. Finally, any additional subset of medical staff cannot

increase the number of patients treated in any hospital h because it has ωh ventilators, a

binding constraint.

Non-manipulability : The preferences of medical staff are not taken into account in Step

0. Hence, the number of ventilators assigned to the hospitals cannot be affected by any

preference manipulation. Moreover, the doctors’ assignment in Step 1 is not affected by the

preferences of the nurses. Since the choice function of each hospital satisfies within-group

substitutes and law of aggregate demand, no doctor can be assigned to a better hospital by

manipulating. The same holds true for nurses in Step 2.
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Appendix C: Omitted Examples

Example 8. Let H = {h1, h2, h3}, N = {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7}, D = {d1, d2, d3}, c =

(1, 4, 2), |V | = 7, I = {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6, i7}, and αD = 0.5. Preferences of medical staff over

the hospitals are given as:

Pn1 Pn2 Pn3 Pn4 Pn5 Pn6 Pn7 Pd1 Pd2 Pd3

h1 h2 h3 h2 h3 h2 h2 h1 h3 h3

h2 h1 h2 h1 h1 h3 h1 h2 h2 h2

h3 h3 h1 h3 h2 h1 h3 h3 h1 h1

Each hospital h is equipped with treatment-efficient choice function and has responsive

ranking over the medical staff with ranking over individual nurses and doctors are as follows:

h1 h2 h3

n1 d1 n3 d2 n6 d3

n2 d2 n6 d1 n4 d2

n3 d3 n1 d3 n5 d1

n4 n4 n3

n5 n5 n1

n6 n2 n2

n7 n7 n7

Under this problem, SDA with Placeholders works as follows.

Step 0: We assign one, four and two ventilators to h1, h2 and h3, respectively.

Step 1: In this step, we assign doctors to hospitals.

Substep 1.1: Doctor d1 applies to h1 and doctors d2 and d3 apply to h3. Nurse n1 applies

to h1, n2, n3, n4 and n5 apply to h2 and n6 and n7 apply to h3. Hospital h1 tentatively

accepts all its applicants. Hospital h2 rejects all its nurse applicants. Hospital h3 rejects d2

and tentatively accepts the rest of the applicants.
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Substep 1.2: Doctors d1, d2 and d3 apply to h1, h2 and h3, respectively. Nurse n1 applies to

h1, n2, n3, n4 and n5 apply to h2 and n6 and n7 apply to h3. Hospitals h1 and h3 tentatively

accept all their applicants. Hospital h2 rejects n4 and n5.

Hence, at the end of Step 1, d1, d2 and d3 are assigned to h1, h2 and h3, respectively.

Step 2: In this step, we assign nurses to hospitals.

Substep 2.1: Nurse n1 applies to h1, n2, n4, n6, n7 apply to h2, and n3 and n5 apply to h3.

Doctors d1, d2 and d3 apply to h1, h2 and h3, respectively. Hospitals h1 and h3 tentatively

accept all applicants. Hospital h2 rejects n2 and n7.

Substep 2.2: Nurses n1, n2 and n7 apply to h1, n4, n6 apply to h2, and n3 and n5 apply to

h3. Doctors d1, d2 and d3 apply to h1, h2 and h3, respectively. Hospitals h2 and h3 tentatively

accept all applicants. Hospital h1 rejects n2 and n7.

Substep 2.3: Nurse n1 applies to h1, n4, n6 apply to h2, and n3, n5, n2 and n7 apply to h3.

Doctors d1, d2 and d3 apply to h1, h2 and h3, respectively. Hospitals h1 and h2 tentatively

accept all applicants. Hospital h3 rejects n2 and n7.

Hence, at the end of Step 2, and therefore at the end of the algorithm, d1, n1, and one

ventilator are assigned to h1, d2, n4, n6 and two ventilators are assigned to h2, and d3, n3,

n5 and two ventilators are assigned to h3.

Example 9. We consider the same problem in Example 8. HM selects its outcome through

following steps.

Step 0: The Treatment Maximization Mechanism assigns

{d1, d2, n1, n2, n3, n4, v1, v2, v3, v4, i1, i2, i3, i4} to h2 and {d3, n5, n6, v5, v6, i5, i6} to h3.

Hence, ωh1 = 0, ωh2 = 4, and ωh3 = 2.

Step 1: Since no ventilator is assigned to h1 in Step 0, h1 will not accept any medical staff

in this step. Then, by following DA algorithm in which in all substeps four nurses apply to

h2 and two nurses apply to h3, we get the following assignment of doctors to hospitals: d1

and d2 to h2 and d3 to h3.
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Step 2: As explained in Step 1, no nurse will be accepted by h1. Then, by following DA

algorithm in which in all substeps d1 and d2 apply to h2 and d3 applies to h3, we get the

following assignment of nurses to hospitals: n1, n2, n4, n6 to h2 and n3 and n5 to h3.
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